Abstract-Video streaming is a dominant contributor to the global Internet traffic. Consequently, monitoring video streaming Quality of Experience (QoE) is of paramount importance to network providers. Monitoring QoE of video is a challenge as most of the video traffic of today is encrypted. In this paper, we consider this challenge and present an approach based on controlled experimentation and machine learning to estimate QoE from encrypted video traces using network level measurements only. We consider a case of YouTube and play out a wide range of videos under realistic network conditions to build ML models (classification and regression) that predict the subjective MOS (Mean Opinion Score) based on the ITU P.1203 model along with the QoE metrics of startup delay, quality (spatial resolution) of playout and quality variations, and this is using only the underlying network Quality of Service (QoS) features. We comprehensively evaluate our approach with different sets of input network features and output QoE metrics. Overall, our classification models predict the QoE metrics and the ITU MOS with an accuracy of 63-90% while the regression models show low error; the ITU MOS (1-5) and the startup delay (in seconds) are predicted with a root mean square error of 0.33 and 2.66 respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video streaming is the highest contributor to the global Internet traffic of today. By 2021 the global share of IP video traffic is expected to reach 82%, up from 73% in 2016 [1] . Similarly, by 2023, the mobile video traffic is expected to increase from 56% in 2017 to 73% in 2023 [2] . The huge demand for Internet video pushes network operators to proactively monitor Quality of Experience (QoE) of video streaming users in their networks. Internet video is served today by the adaptive bitrate (ABR) video streaming technology where the QoE of video playout, as per prior subjective studies, is directly related to application Quality of Service (QoS) features such as initial loading time (called startup delay or join time in the literature), frequency of re-buffering/stalling events, playout quality (spatial resolution) and its variations [3] , [4] , [5] . Network operators usually do not have such information about the video traffic generated in their networks as most of the traffic is getting encrypted. So the only possible solution for gauging the QoE of video streaming is to rely on network level features obtained from the encrypted video Prior works on video QoE estimation have shown that network level performances (e.g., bandwidth, delay, packet loss) directly impact QoE [4] . This motivates the use of supervised machine learning (ML) to link the network level measurements (referred here as the network QoS) to QoE. The labeled data for ML has to be built offline before being used to train ML algorithms and produce QoE models from traffic measurements. Such models can be readily deployed by network operators and used to monitor QoE of video streaming from the available network traffic traces.
In this paper, we propose a methodology for building such ML based QoE prediction models using controlled experimentation. In our approach, we play out a wide range of videos (considering a case of YouTube) under emulated network conditions to build a dataset that maps the enforced network QoS to QoE. Prior works [4] , [6] have shown good performance of machine learning in the inference of application QoS features from encrypted traffic (e.g., stalls and startup delay). However they do not provide any subjective QoE prediction. To fill this gap, we aim to build models that predict not only the application QoS metrics but also a subjective MOS (Mean Opinion Score). For the MOS, we rely on a recently proposed model, the ITU P.1203 [7] , that provides a MOS ranging from 1 to 5 taking into account the application QoS features such as the resolution and bitrate of chunks, and, the temporal location and duration of stalling events. We build models that attempt to predict the relevant QoE metrics and the ITU MOS of a video played out. For building the training data, we propose a sampling methodology for network emulation that considers real measurement statistics observed in the wild, and we implement our methodology in a grid computing environment to produce a large dataset mapping the network QoS features to video QoE. Overall, the contributions of the paper are:
1) We present an experimental framework to build ML models for inferring video QoE (the startup delay, the stalling events, the spatial resolution of playout, the quality switches and the MOS) from encrypted video traffic traces and apply it to YouTube. Our framework is general and can be used to build QoE estimation models for any video content provider. Furthermore, we ensure that our work is reproducible so we make available the code and the datasets online [8] . 2) To the best of our knowledge, this is a first attempt at linking encrypted video traffic measurements to subjective MOS based on models such as ITU-T P.1203. Prior works [4] , [6] , [9] do not consider the subjective MOS, they consider objective QoE metrics only. 3) We provide a detailed performance comparison for ML modeling (classification and regression) with different types of network feature sets. Specifically, we compare three feature sets, 1) out-of-band: the network features are measured outside the traffic pipe configured on the network emulator and include features such as bandwidth and RTT, 2) inband: the features are obtained from the traffic traces and include features such as throughput and packet interarrival time, and 3) the inband feature set is enriched with the chunk sizes which are inferred directly from the traffic traces using a clustering algorithm that we develop and validate. Overall, the best performance is achieved using the third feature set where the ML classification models predict the QoE metrics and the MOS with accuracies between 63% to 90%. For the ML regression models, we obtain low prediction error; the ITU MOS (1-5) and the startup delay (in seconds) are predicted with a root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.33 and 2.66 respectively. The rest of the paper is as follows: in Section II, we discuss related work and position ourselves with respect to it. In Section III, we describe our overall experimentation framework. In Section IV, we discuss the features and the subjective QoE model used in the collected dataset followed by its statistical analysis. The evaluation of the ML models is given in Section V followed by a discussion about the limitations of our work in Section VI. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work covers two aspects in the domain of QoE estimation, i.e., 1) we study the relationship between network QoS and QoE for Internet video streaming, and 2) we consider encrypted video streaming traffic.
1) Mapping network QoS metrics to QoE for Internet video:
The network QoS to QoE relationship has been studied in detail in the literature where the relevant network and QoE features are mostly obtained either from end user devices or intermediary middleboxes of the network providers. For example, authors in [10] use TCP level flow features collected from a mobile core network for developing stall detection models for HTTP video streaming, while authors in [11] and [12] develop mobile applications for inferring QoE from network measurements made on the end users' mobile devices. Considering mobile YouTube video, authors in [13] develop a mobile app for monitoring YouTube video streaming QoE where they collect passive measurements on the application and the network layers to infer the relationship between QoS and QoE for YouTube. These works use data collected in the wild. Another approach for QoS-QoE modeling is to rely on controlled experimentation. For example, authors in [5] perform controlled video experiments to map network level features of delay, loss rate and bandwidth to application QoS metrics of stalling frequency and its duration for HTTP video streaming. In another work [14] , a QoS to QoE causality analysis is done with a set of sixteen test users who rate their perceived quality of YouTube videos under different emulated network conditions. Our work follows the controlled experimentation approach where we present a comprehensive evaluation of network QoS-QoE ML modeling for objective QoE metrics and for the ITU P.1203 MOS using different types of network feature sets.
2) QoE estimation from encrypted video traffic: Inferring QoE related metrics from encrypted traffic of video streaming is a topic of interest in the research community due to the ever growing increase in encrypted video traffic. Recently, authors in [4] , [9] use machine learning to predict QoE metrics of stalls, quality of playout and its variations using network traffic measurements such as RTT, bandwidth delay product, throughput and interarrival times. In another similar work [6] based on data collected in the lab, the authors use transport and network layer measurements to infer QoE impairments of startup delay, stalls and playback quality (three levels) in windows of 10 second duration. The prior works do not provide any estimation of the subjective MOS, rather they provide ML models for estimating the objective QoE metrics only. On the other hand, our work demonstrates ML models that not only estimate the QoE metrics, but also estimate QoE in terms of subjective MOS based on the ITU P.1203 recommendation. Also, prior works mostly focus on supervised ML classification scenarios, whereas we present ML regression models as well. In addition, we present an unsupervised ML based method to infer chunk sizes directly from the encrypted traffic traces (Section IV-A) and use them as features for the ML models to show significant improvement in ML accuracy. In fact, prior work [4] uses chunk size as a feature in ML modeling, however, they get its real value from devices they control, instead of inferring it from encrypted packet traces. A first heuristic is proposed in [4] to automatically extract chunk size information from encrypted traffic based on identifying long inactivity periods, but this heuristic is not further developed.
III. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In our approach, we play out YouTube videos under different network conditions emulated using Linux traffic control, tc [15] to build datasets that map the network QoS to the application QoE. Each experiment consists of enforcing the QoS and observing the QoE of the video played out. The features we use to vary the network QoS are 1) the downlink bandwidth, 2) the uplink bandwidth, 3) the RTT (i.e. bidirectional delay), 4) the packet loss rate (uniformly distributed and bidirectional) and 5) the variability in the delay to model the jitter (standard deviation of the delay following a uniform distribution on tc). These five features together define our experimental space.
How to vary the network QoS? A common approach to vary the QoS is to use uniform sampling where experiments are performed with network QoS features (tuples of the 5 metrics enforced on tc) uniformly sampled in some predefined experimental space. However with uniform sampling, a problem is that we may end up experimenting in regions where the output application QoS metrics end up to be very similar. This would mean that we waste our resources experimenting regions that do not bring much new information. From a networking point of view, uniform sampling also causes experiments to be performed in unrealistic conditions. For example, if the QoS features used are RTT and bandwidth, with uniform sampling we may be experimenting with scenarios of high bandwidth and high delay. This would be unrealistic since TCP usually has an inverse relationship between the two features; this relationship will be illustrated later in Section IV-B.
An approach to avoid the problem of uniform sampling is to use active learning, which allows to experiment in useful regions of space to build accurate models with fewer experiments. Here a machine learning classification model is used to intelligently select network instances for experimentation. In a prior work [16] , we have shown that active learning gives a significant gain over uniform sampling in QoS-QoE modeling. However, active sampling requires a single output QoE definition (classification label) to be predefined before the experimentation phase, making the resulting dataset biased towards the given classification model. If we use active sampling, then to study a variety of classification and regression scenarios for different application QoS metrics in our case, we would end up having a different dataset for each classification/regression scenario. In order to avoid the above mentioned situation and to reduce the resource wastage problem of uniform sampling, we devise a new sampling framework where we vary the network QoS according to how it is observed in the wild by real users. Our methodology samples the space based on the distribution of real measurements as observed in public datasets of the two well-known mobile crowd-sourced applications RTR-NetzTest [17] and MobiPerf [18] .
A. Trace based sampling
In our sampling approach, we divide the network QoS space into equally sized regions called cells (20 bins per feature). For each cell, we compute the number of real user measurements observed and use it to derive the probability to experiment in that cell. Each sample in the dataset of RTRNetzTest (1.45 million samples from period of August 2017 to February 2018) provides measurements of uplink bandwidth, downlink bandwidth and RTT. However, the dataset does not have packet loss rate and variability of delay. To obtain these last two features, we use data from MobiPerf (40k samples for month of February 2018). MobiPerf's ping test provides in a single test the measurements of RTT, loss rate and the standard deviation of the RTT. We combine the measurement distributions of the two datasets using the common feature of RTT and end up having a single probability distribution for the cells in the space of five features. Each cell is assigned a probability equal to the number of measurements in that cell divided by the total number of measurements. Then, upon each experiment, we choose a cell for experimentation based on its assigned probability. From the chosen cell, a random sample, representing the network QoS instance, is selected to be enforced on tc 1 . During our experiments we also verified that the clients had a large bandwidth and low delay towards the YouTube cloud such that the network degradation was mainly caused by tc. Note here that by using a trace based sampling approach, we can build a QoS-QoE dataset that is closer to reality than the one based on uniform space sampling.
B. Video catalog
Today's video content providers have huge catalogs of videos that vary in content type. To build QoE prediction models for such providers, we take into consideration this diversity of contents by considering a large number of different videos in our experiments. We build a large catalog of videos of around 1 million different videos supporting HD resolutions (720p and above). This catalog is built by searching the YouTube website using the YouTube Data API with around 4k keywords from Google top trends website for the period of January 2015 to November 2017. We sample this catalog to select a unique video to playout at each experiment.
C. The overall experimental framework
Our overall framework consists of a mainController with several clients as shown in Figure 1 . The mainController stores the video catalog and provides the network configurations (using the trace based sampling framework) to the clients which perform the experiments. In each experiment, the client, 1) obtains from the mainController the network QoS instance and the video ID, 2) enforces the network QoS using tc, 3) plays out the selected video in a Google Chrome Browser, 4) obtains the traffic features from the encrypted packet traces and the application QoE metrics from the browser, and 5) reports back the results (QoS-QoE tuple) to the mainController which stores the results in a central database. We implement our methodology in a Grid computing environment where up to 30 clients are used to perform the experiments in parallel. We use the Grid5000 [19] and the R2Lab [20] computing platforms for the clients, while the mainController is hosted on an AWS EC2 instance [21] . Such segregation allows large scale experimentations to be carried out by clients distributed geographically. Furthermore, we consider a large number of videos to account for the diversity of load incurred by YouTube videos on the network caused by the different content they present. Overall, we collect a dataset of around 100k unique video playouts. In the next section we discuss the input features and the output QoE metrics we use for building QoE prediction models from this dataset.
IV. THE TRAINING DATASET A. Network features
The network features we use to build our models are collected from the encrypted packet traces in each experiment. These include the statistical metrics of the average, the maximum, the standard deviation and the 10th to 90th percentiles (in steps of 10) for the downlink throughput (in bits per second), the uplink and downlink interarrival times (in seconds) and the downlink packet sizes (in bytes). A single video session (a video running in a Chrome browser) can correspond to several flows (towards the CDNs identified by the URLs ending with googlevideo.com) at the network layer. We collect these features for all such flows that carry the traffic for each video playout. We end up having a total of 48 features comprising the F inband feature set. With these features, we believe that we can get a fine grained view of what happens during the video stream.
Chunk information from encrypted traffic. In addition to the above mentioned features and to further improve the modeling, we propose a method to infer the chunk sizes from encrypted flows of YouTube. In adaptive streaming, the video is delivered to the client in chunks. For YouTube, we observe that the audio and the video chunks are requested using separate HTTP requests. Each video chunk is downloaded with a given resolution/bitrate that may vary according to the network conditions. As videos with higher resolution naturally have higher bitrates and vice versa, the video chunk sizes vary with the resolution. Note that the size of the audio chunks is observed to remain the same across resolutions for the same video playout. The variation of the video chunk size (obtained from clear text HTTP traces extracted in the Chrome browser using the chrome.webRequest API) [22] w.r.t each resolution is shown in Figure 2 . The figure shows that indeed the size of the video chunks tends to increase for higher resolutions.
To infer the chunk sizes from encrypted traffic, we develop the following method. We assume that for each video flow a large sized uplink packet corresponds to a chunk request while small packets correspond to acknowledgments in TCP/QUIC based flows. We look at the size of each uplink packet and use K-means clustering to segregate the uplink packet sizes into two clusters; the first cluster represents the acknowledgement packets while the second cluster represents the request packets.
Once the uplink request packets are identified, we sum up the amount of data downloaded between the request packets, which represents the chunk sizes. Figure 3 compares the chunks sizes extracted from encrypted traffic traces and the chunk sizes observed in the clear text HTTP traces for the same video sessions. The distribution of the encrypted chunk sizes extracted using our method is close to the combined distribution of audio and video chunks observed in the HTTP traces. Furthermore, the video chunks understandably have larger sizes than audio chunks. As can be noticed, our chunk extraction method cannot distinguish between audio or video chunks, so it does contain some redundant audio chunk information, however, the size of the video chunks especially in view of their large sizes w.r.t audio chunks is still captured. As we will show later in Section V, and thanks to this information on chunk sizes, we will manage to make it considerably helpful in improving the QoE models of YouTube. Overall, for each video session we obtain an array of chunk sizes extracted from the encrypted traces. We build a feature set composed of the average, the minimum, the maximum, the standard deviation, the 25th, the 50th and the 75th percentiles of the chunk sizes array. This results in the F chunks feature set composed of 7 statistical features. We believe that the upper quartiles in this feature set should capture the information of the video chunks due to their larger size.
In addition to the above mentioned feature sets, we also consider modeling with the five features that are configured on tc. We call these features F outband as they are not gathered from traffic traces but rather configured out-of-band on tc. They represent the performance of the underlying network access over which the video is played out.
B. The subjective MOS
The subjective QoE model we use to define our MOS relies on using the ITU recommendation P.1203 [7] . It describes a set of objective parametric quality assessment modules.
These are the audio quality estimation module (Pa), the video quality estimation module (Pv), and the quality integration module (Pq). The Pq module is further composed of the A/V integration (Pav) and buffering impact modules (Pb). The Pv module predicts mean opinion scores (MOS) on a 5-point ACR scale [23] . The Recommendation further describes four different quality modules, one for each mode of ITU-T P.1203, i.e., modes 0, 1, 2 and 3. Each mode of operation has different input requirements ranging from only meta data to frame level information of the video stream. Since our goal in this paper is to target encrypted video streams from a network point of view, we use mode 0 of the model that requires only meta data for each video stream. We consider the video quality only; the audio quality is not considered in this work. The meta data needed to obtain the MOS includes the bitrate, the codec, the duration, the frame rate and the resolution of each chunk. It also considers stalling as well, where for each stall, the media time of stall and its duration are taken as input. The model also considers the "memory" effect where each stalling duration is assigned a weight depending on its location within the video session. Finally the model considers the device type (mobile/PC), the display size and the viewing distance. In our work we set the device type to be PC, with display size set to 1280x780 and viewing distance to be 250 cm.
Using the meta data for each stream, the outputs of the model include 1) the final audiovisual coding quality score (O.35), 2) the perceptual stalling indication (O. 23 [24] , [25] . This python module requires input meta data of the bitrate, the resolution of each chunk, and the stalling information, if any, for the video played out. We obtain this information from the clear text HTTP traces in the Chrome browser and the YouTube API. Specifically, we extract itag, range, mime and clen parameters for each chunk request to infer the resolution, the codec and the bitrate of each chunk (assuming equal duration of chunks) while the timestamp and the duration of each stalling event is obtained from the YouTube API.
It should be noted here that YouTube videos can play out in either H.264 (mp4) or VP9 (webm) codec while the current version of the ITU-T model is standardized for H.264 codec only; standardization for VP9 is in progress [26] . To get MOS values for VP9, we use the mapping function provided by the authors in [24] to translate the H.264 MOS to a VP9 MOS for videos that play with the VP9 codec.
The visualization of the collected dataset is given in Figure 4 that shows the variation of the two network features of downlink bandwidth and RTT with the corresponding MOS. An obvious relationship between QoS and MOS is visible here: as the bandwidth increases (or RTT decreases), the 
MOS increases. Notice the absence of experiments in regions
where the bandwidth and the RTT both are high. This nonuniformity comes from our trace based sampling framework (Section III-C) where TCP based measurements achieve high throughput with low RTT and vice versa.
C. Statistical analysis of the collected dataset
In this section, we present the statistical analysis of our dataset to get insights into the variation of the network QoS, the observed application QoS metrics (startup delay, stalls, quality switches and resolution of playout) and the MOS.
1) Network Features: Figure 5 shows the distribution of the network features configured on tc (F outband ) using our sampling methodology. From these figures, we can see that 80% of the experiments have the uplink bandwidth less than 1.7 Mbps while the downlink bandwidth remains below 5 Mbps. Similarly, the RTT and its variation are mostly concentrated around 100 ms while loss rate is less than 2.3% for 90% of the total experiments (CDF for loss rate not shown here).
In F inband , the average downlink throughput per playout gets a mean value of 1.89 Mbps compared to the mean of the configured downlink bandwidth of 2.72 Mbps (average of DL BW in Figure 5a) . Furthermore, the mean values for the average downlink and uplink packet interarrival times are 13 and 14 msecs respectively while the downlink average packet size gets a mean value of 1485 bytes.
In Figure 6 , we show the CDF of the statistical features of the chunk sizes (F chunks ). Note that the minimum chunk size can be very small; for 80% of our experiments, we observe a chunk size less than 8.9 KB. On the other hand, the maximum chunk size can go up to 2.19 MB. The average and the standard deviation of the chunk size have similar distributions with median values of 400 KB and 493 KB respectively. 2) Startup delay: In our work, we define a timeout for each experiment to be 30 seconds. We consider this threshold value based on the findings of prior subjective studies on user engagement with a large number of real users. For example, authors in [27] study a dataset of 23 million views and show that the video abandonment rate went up to 80% for videos with startup delay higher than 30 seconds. In another study based on a dataset of 300 million video views, around 98% of the total views had a startup delay of less than 30 seconds [28] . In our dataset, 93% videos start to play within 30 seconds while the remaining 7% timeout. The variation of the startup delays for the videos that started playing is shown in Figure 7a where the distribution is observed to be non uniform with 80% of experiments having a startup delay of less than 10 seconds. As seen in Figure 7a , this observation has also been made in prior work [28] based on real user measurements, with an even more pronounced skewness towards lower startup delays.
3) Stalls: Since YouTube uses ABR, we expect that stalls or rebufferings should be rare events. Indeed we observe the same in our dataset as only 12% of the video playouts suffer from stalling. We plot the CDF of the number of stalling events and the total stalling duration per playout in Figures 7b and 7c considering videos that at least had one stall. From the figure, we can see that around 40% of the videos that stalled had only one stall while 70% of the total stalled videos suffered up to two stalls only. Overall, 80% of the stalled videos had the total stalling duration less than 7 seconds (Figure 7c ). 
4) Quality switches:
Contrary to stalls, we observe that quality switches are more common in our dataset due to ABR; 73% of the video playouts have at least one quality switching event. A quality switch can either be "positive" i.e. the resolution of playout increases from low resolution to high, or it can be "negative" if the resolution decreases. The CDF of these events is shown in Figure 7d where both the positive and the negative switch events are shown to have similar distributions.
5) The average resolution score: We measure the resolution of each chunk from the HTTP traces and assign a score to the resolution of each chunk, i.e., 1 for 144p, 2 for 240p, 3 for 360p, 4 for 480p and 5 for 720p and above. The average resolution score, r, corresponds to the mean of these scores and ranges from 1 to 5. Figure 8a shows that the distribution r is biased towards higher values. This is due to the measurement datasets used in our sampling methodology (Section III-A) which result in more experiments with good network conditions as seems to be the case with real users.
In our dataset, we observe that the highest resolution mostly goes up to 720p even though we used videos that propose even higher resolution (upto 1080p). Since the viewport in the Chrome browser in our experiments had size of 1280x780, the YouTube player seems not requesting higher resolution segments. This suggests that YouTube client considers the viewport in choosing the quality of playout.
6) The ITU P.1203 MOS: Finally, the CDF of the resulting ITU MOS is shown in Figure 8b . The maximum values for O.23 are between 4.5 and 5.0 which is also true for the MOS (O.46). However, the CDF for O.46 is more similar to O.35 which means that in our dataset, the ITU MOS is affected more by the resolution and bitrate of playout compared to the rebufferings (startup delay and stalls).
D. Correlation analysis between network QoS and QoE
To understand the relationship between the input network features and the QoE, we measure the corresponding Pearson correlation coefficients and plot the correlation matrix of the feature sets in Figure 9 . From the figure, we can see that the startup delay, the average resolution score and the MOS have strong correlation with all the features of F outband except for the packet loss rate while the stall duration, the stalling number (total number of stalls in a given playout) and the quality switches show little correlation with F outband . For the features in F inband , the downlink throughput and the inter arrival times show the strongest correlation with the QoE metrics (except for stalls and number of switches) while the downlink packet size shows a comparatively lower correlation. Finally, for F chunks , the correlation with the QoE metrics is again strong except for the metrics related to stalls. The number of switches shows a better correlation here compared to the preceding two features sets with minimum chunk size showing the strongest correlation. To summarize, all the QoE related metrics have good correlation with our network feature sets except for stalling; we will discuss the potential reason for this in the next section where we evaluate the ML models built from these features.
V. EVALUATION OF THE ML MODELS
In this section, we discuss the performance of the ML models built using our dataset. We try to predict application QoS metrics and MOS using network QoS. We aim at assessing how well the following questions can be answered: We consider three sets of features; F outband , F inband and F inband+chunk to build predictive ML models. Our work considers both the classification and the regression scenarios as we have both discrete as well as continuous output labels.
A. Estimating startup delay
To estimate the startup delay, we need to first classify if the video started to play out. We classify the video as started if the startup delay is less than 30 seconds and not started if a timeout occurs. Considering this binary classification problem, we train a Random Forest (RF) ML model (using python Scikit-Learn library [29] in default parameter configurations) with our dataset and evaluate its accuracy using repeated cross validation. In repeated cross validation, the dataset is split into training and validation sets k times randomly. The model is then trained with the training set and tested with the validation set k times to get k accuracy scores. The final accuracy score is then the average of these k scores. The metric for classification accuracy we use is the F1-Score 2 with k = 5 and a data split ratio of 80:20 for training and validation. The ML performance resulting from training RF with each of the three feature sets is given in Table I . The models obtain over 90% accuracy for the three sets. Furthermore, the performance improves if F inband is used compared to F outband . With F inband+chunks , we get the best average F1-score of over 99%.
We now try to estimate the startup delay using ML regression models trained with started videos. We compare models based on Linear Regression and Random Forest (RF) Regression. The evaluation is done based on the well known metric of Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) given by E[(y − y) 2 ], where y are the true labels andŷ are the predictions made by the regression model. The results are shown in Table II where we obtain the minimum RMSE of 2.66 seconds using Random Forest (RF) Regression with F inband+chunks . A noticeable observation is that we can obtain a reasonably low RMSE of 2.95 seconds if we use RF Regression with F outband , which can be explained by the fact that the startup delay is determined by the initial buffering time, which in turn is determined by network performance. This can justify in practice the use of out-of-band measurements alone to predict startup delay without relying on accessing the video traffic i.e. predict startup delay without playing out the videos.
B. Predicting quality switches and stalls
In this section, we present the results of the ML models for detecting the quality switches and the stallings. As YouTube uses ABR, the resolution of the video played out can change depending upon the network conditions. To detect these quality changes, we consider a binary classification scenario where the output label 0 corresponds to a video being played out with constant quality, while the label is 1 if the video changes its quality at least once. Using the same methodology of Section V-A, we obtain the performance results given in Table III . We observe that with feature sets F outband and F inband we do not get good accuracy scores suggesting that the conventional network and traffic features used in prior works are not sufficient to predict quality switches from encrypted traces. However, if we include the F chunks feature set for prediction, we can see a significant improvement with over 90% precision and recall for quality switch detection. This improvement comes from the relationship between chunk sizes and the corresponding resolutions ( Figure 2 ). For the scenario of detecting stalls we again consider a binary classification scenario where the label 0 corresponds to video playing out smoothly without any stall while a label of 1 is assigned if there is stalling in the playout. The accuracy of the obtained ML model is shown in Table IV . A surprising observation here is that the model suffers from low recall for stall detection suggesting that the model fails to detect stalls. This is contrary to what is seen in the literature where similar statistical features were used. The reason is that prior works for stall detection used datasets mostly consisting of videos without ABR; in [10] the videos played out with constant quality, while in [4] , the dataset had 97% videos that did not use ABR. However in our work, we use ABR for all the experiments and use a very diverse set of video contents, which explains why the statistical network features fail to detect stalls. Indeed, the features we consider capture the network QoS holistically without considering the temporal aspects of playout. As we know that stalling can occur at any time instant during playout, capturing those temporal degradations is very important in order to accurately detect stalls. For example, the video bitrate at the time of stall might be suddenly high while being low otherwise. In such a scenario, the overall statistical features would look similar to a normal playout making stall detection difficult. We believe that in the presence of ABR, stalls become rare events that depend on the temporal properties of the video, and thus, can hardly be detected without features capturing the video content itself, in particular its burstiness. We leave the exploration of this idea for a future research with focus on video content and its characterization.
C. Estimating average resolution of playout
To build a ML model that detects the average resolution of playout, we convert the average resolution score, r (defined in Section IV-C5) into three resolution levels: 1) low definition (LD), if 1 ≤ r ≤ 3.5, 2) standard definition (SD), if 3.5 < r ≤ 4.5, and 3) high definition (HD), if 4.5 < r ≤ 5.
For a classification scenario with three output labels, the model performance using Random Forests (RF) is given in Table V . We again see that by using F chunks , we improve the overall F1-scores of the model because of the positive relationship between chunk size and resolution. However, the individual F1-scores for SD are lower compared to LD and HD. This is because SD is an intermediary class and usually the accuracy for such classes is lower compared to edge classes in cases such as ours where the output labels and input features form a monotonic relationship. Overall, the best performance is obtained for class HD where a precision of 87% is achieved.
D. Estimating the ITU MOS
We consider both regression and classification scenarios for predicting the MOS based on the ITU P.1203 model. Table VI shows the RMSE with the RF and the linear regression models. Similar to the observation in Section V-A, the RMSE decreases with enrichment of the input set with relevant features. The lowest RMSE of 0.33 is obtained using the F inband+chunks feature set and RF regression. Table VII shows the MOS prediction results where we quantize the MOS into 4 classes and then train the RF classifier. As we enrich the feature sets, we see improvement in performance across all classes. With F inband+chunks , the precision per class ranges from 63% to 90% while the recall per class ranges from 60% to 90%. Overall, we get an average F1-score of 73%. Note that the accuracy for the intermediary classes 2 and 3 is lower 
VI. LIMITATIONS
The dataset presented in this work was collected using Google Chrome browser based on Linux machines; we do not consider mobile devices or other browsers. The effect of network QoS on QoE may vary across different platforms and devices which is not handled by the models in this work.
Our dataset is based on TCP based video flows for YouTube collected in April 2018. Over time, we expect that video content providers can change their video delivery mechanisms which would limit the applicability of our model to be used in future. So, over a period of time, the training data would have to be re-collected again to ensure that the models are updated according to the latest version of the targeted video provider.
The results for the MOS prediction are based on only one set of parameters used for the ITU P.1203 model. With a different set of parameters e.g. a different screen size, the resulting MOS distribution will also change which would change the performance of the ML models as well.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented our methodology for building QoS-QoE prediction models from encrypted Internet video traffic using controlled experimentation and machine learning. The models presented predict not only the application level QoS features but also the subjective QoE modeled as MOS according to ITU-T P.1203. Overall our experimentation approach is re-usable to construct large datasets in distributed computing environments for any video content provider. The future work will focus on developing methods to improve the low stall detection accuracy of our models by considering metrics reflecting the content of videos itself, and will elaborate further on the capacity of ABR to adapt to fast changes in video content under different network conditions.
